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Meredith Mickelson is an American top model, born on 1 July 
1999 in Atlanta, Georgia, Mickelson is now based primarily 
between Los Angeles and Paris. She was first scouted for 
Modeling at age 14 in a shopping mall in her hometown, 
Atlanta and quickly began working for publications and cli-
ents all over the USA. She has shot editorials or covers with 
magazines including CR fashion book, Harpers Bazaar, Japa-
nese Vogue, Italian Vogue, V Magazine and Flaunt magazine. 

She has appeared in campaigns for Brands including 
Jonathan Simkhai, Kith, Maybelline among many others. 
She has also been the face of Khloe Kardashian’s Good 
American campaign. Meredith is also an ambassador for 
ALO Yoga.

Meredith has an extensive fan base of primarily Gen Z 
youth across her social platforms that further stretches 
into additional online interest, with an average of 17500 
people searching her name in Google daily, as well as 
popular Instagram (2.8M), Twitter (145K) and TikTok (30K) 
pages. Meredith is also the co-founder & designer of 
swimwear brand Molliebird Swimwear

July 2022 Kygo Dean Lewis has released his new official 
video “Lost without you” starring Meredith as main character.

Meredith has lately shown interest in acting and starring 
in Kid Santa with a role next to Alec and Billy Baldwin 
which is airing in Fall 2022. 
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Meredith's brother Daniel was an actor, best known for his 
role in TV series Mani in 2019 and indie horror film The Killer 
Clown Meets the Candy Man.

The rising Hollywood star tragically passed away at the age 
of 23. , due to fentanyl and cocaine toxicity on July 4 2021.

Meredith announced the devastating about her older broth-
er's passing on her social media. 

In a heart-breaking post, she wrote: 
"my heart is shattered & to write this feels so wrong and i 
don’t even know what to say. Yesterday i lost my brother, best 
friend & the other half of my heart. There wasn’t a person i 
loved more on this earth. Theres no words that can do him 
justice that i could write. to know him was to love him. he was 
the happiest brightest smiley most sunshine human to exist 
and I’m so happy God chose me to be his sister for his whole 
amazing life."





EDITORIALSEDITORIALS
Meredith Mickelson has appeared in fashion magazines 

such as Vogue, Harper’s Bazaar, L’Officiel, Flaunt among others.











MOLLIEBIRD SWIMWEARMOLLIEBIRD SWIMWEAR
Co-Founders Alyssa Lopez & Meredith Mickelson had one goal in mind when developing Molliebird. To create a chic, flirty, and sophisticated swim-
wear brand utilizing premium fabrics, while also being extremely comfortable. And they did just that. 
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